Phylogenetic analysis of novel G12 rotaviruses in the United States: A molecular search for the origin of a new strain.
Rotavirus serotype G12 was initially identified in the Philippines in 1987 and was not described again until it reemerged more than 13 years later. G12 strains were first detected in the United States in 2002 and have recently assumed a worldwide distribution. The high similarity between the sequence of the major outer capsid VP7 gene of human G12 strains and the single porcine G12 isolate raised the prospect that human strains may have arisen through reassortment with porcine strains or, alternatively, that the porcine strain originally came from humans. We sequenced portions of the remaining 10 segments of two human G12 strains (G12P[8] and G12P[6]) and a currently circulating common strain (G1P[8]) identified during the 2005-2006 surveillance season and compared the sequences with those of strains available through GenBank. By comparison, the three strains were all Wa-like and not porcine-like. A newly outlined classification system proposed genotypes for each gene segment based on nucleotide similarity. Using this approach, gene segments VP1-3, VP6 and NSP1-5 grouped within the same genotype, indicating that the three strains analyzed were closely related. These results suggest that the novel G12P[8] strain could have been formed by the solitary introduction of a VP7 gene into a globally common rotavirus strain, G1P[8]. Classifying rotavirus strains based only on VP7 (G) and VP4 (P) genotype potentially underestimates diversity and sequence analysis of the other segments is required to assess the complete genetic relationships between strains.